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AbE tract 

The prirnar,; pur"?ose of this _pap<:!r is to pr-opose multivariate autoregresslve 

equationf: as ert:"i.rlc::tl models of the fluctuations in abundance of a croup of 

interactir.P speciRs, The rrultivariate autorezresRive model predicts the abundance 

of each species frorQ a linear function of the past abundance of the species of the 

group, the past values of any physical environmental variables included in the 

equation, and a vector r;.f random error terms, A P"ultivariate analogue of the Yule-

'tialker equations is p-r-~sented as a procedure to estimate the parameters of the model. 

The model is applied to predict the fluctuations ir, abundance of a group of three 

specief'l of Drosophila stud led at a pine plantation near Bogota, Colombia, A fourth 

order model of the spec1e2 explained B~, 65~, and ~~ of the variances of the 

fluctuations of the three species respectively, 

The model was used to study the statistical properties of the fluctuations 

of the three species, The concept of pseudo-,eriodicity and variable population cycles 

1s discussed and related to the fluctuations of the three fruitfly species, The 

model was also used to predict the abundance fluctuation~ of the three species at 

a second study site, The model was able to predict 53;,; of the variance of one 

species and 33:~~ of the variance of the second even though the two sites are 

extre~ely different floristically and the pattern of interactions between the species 

is significantly different than ~t the pine plantation, 

The multivariate model is cor:pared to the univariate autoregressive models 

applied to the same thr9e species and judged superior, Possible extensions of the 

multivariate model fo!" controlUng population fluctuations and predicting population 

change from leading indicators are discussed, 
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Stochaet ic difference equat :tons, particularly autoregressive and autoregressive-

moving averae;e2 rtodels, we:::-e propo~e:l as empirical models of the fluctuations 1n 

abundance of a po-p;1latj.on ty ~·oran (1953) and Foole (1972, 197'-1-b), -:'hes:e emi>irical 

:ncylel~ ~ocses se·:eral des~_ra.ble chc_ract~ristics; 1) they are stochastic, 2) they 

eMploy only measurable-, var~a~·lle and estimable parameters, and J) they are con-

ceptually simple and intuitively ar..peP.llr.g, The primary purpose of these stochastic 

difference eque.tions rr•v:JC)ls i~ prediction and the nodels are not L'ltended to be 

directly oiolo:;1call:r neanine,f11l, ~owever, seveml interesting properties of the 

:f"lu.ctuations of the population can be deduced by examlninc the protabilistic proper-

ties of the model fitted to the data (Poole, 1974b), 

The empirical model~ discussed in Poole (1972, 1974b) are lased upon the 

dependence of the future abundance of a population on its past history, In particular 

the autore2:ressi ve model specifies tha.t the future density of the population ~ 

may be predicted as a linear function of tne past abundances of the population, i.e. 

where ?5.t.-s is the population abundance _!! time intervals ago, ).A. the mean abundance 
-- 2 2 

of the population,~ a random error term ldth the properties ~(~)::a(Ja' !(!!.t)=O, 

~(~1~;)=0 (Jjj), and ~i are the parameters of the model. This model makes the 
_..._ 

following implicit assumptions 1 

1. The fluctuations of the population constitute a weakly stationary stochastic 

process, In intuitive terms the population is assumed to fluctuate about a 

2 
constant mean_M. with a constant variance CS X' and the serial covar1ances or 

correlations are also assumed to be independent of shifts in t irne, Although 

population fluctuations do not in general. fluctuate about a constant mean or 

carrying capacity with constant variance, the data can usually be transformed 

to achieve approximate stationarity (Poole, 1974b; Lox and Jenkins, 1970), 

., 
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2. The erro:r terms of the model are independent with zero mean and constant variance 

cr2 
a• 

The autoregressive and autor~,'-~res:s.ive-moving averages !llodels studied by 

Poole (1Q74b) a~rply only to single s:,r.ecies populations. The error terms of the 

model act as gari::a,c::e term~ reflectir.s- not only the effects of purely chance events 

but also the influence on the [)Opulatio_~ of external factors such as fluctuations 

in the phys:ical environmental variableE 0f the ecosystem and the effects of the 

interactions of the porulation with other species of the community such as predation 

and competition. The predictive ability of the model should be "improvable if 

s~ecific parts of the error term~ can be specified and included in the model, 

Specifically it may be poss:ible to increase the predictability of the fluctuations 

of a population if the density of a population is postulated to be a function 

not only of its own past abundances, but of the past abundances of other functionally 

related species in the community. The purpose of the multivariate model is to 

mimic the abundance changes in a group of species. The exact form of the pattern 

of interactions is not important from the purely predictive standpoint, but the 

interspecific interactions might inclu\-'le competition, either interference or 

exploitative, predation, or the response of two or more species to other common, 

but unknown or unmeasured variables of the environment, .The purpose of this paper 

is to study the effectiveness and usefulness of multivariate autoregressive equations 

as empirical models of the fluctuations in abundance of a small group of interacting 

species, 

The Hod.el and Parameter Estimation 

The multivariate autoregressive equation is a simple, logical extension of 

the single species univariate models. Suppose we wish to model the fluctuations 

of a group of !: species, At time t the abundances of the ! species can be written 
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as a vector with E elements, ~ = [ ! 1 (:tJ, ~2 (~), •" , ~r (~)) where ,!1 (~) is the 

abundance of the lth species at timet. Similarly the vector of abundances of the 

r s.,.,ecies at t ir:1e ~-~ may 'Je written ~.;2 = ~;~1 (~-~), ~2 (~-~), · • ·, ~ (:!:,-,!)] • 

Thic: lml.._tvaria+,e stochastic procers is assumed to be weakly stationary, i.e. each 

species fluctuates a~Xlt:t a constant rr:c;.n abundance with constant variance and the 

covariances and serial covariances bet·..;Per. and within species are assumed to be 

unaffected by time shifts ,~ust as in the univariate model, The means of the species 

:;opu1ations are designated as ~(x~))= -!:::.: =~1 , J-J- 2 , ···,.,Mr 1· The aoondance 

of each s~cies is ~ostulated to be :;redicted by a linear function of the past 

abundances of the species of the species grou?. The multivariate autoregressive 

model is 

+ .. · + AP~(t-p) -,..M.1 + a(t) 
~~,...,.,.. ~ 

1) 

where A1, ···, AP are EX! matrices of parameters, 2 is the order of the equation 
,_.., ....,A 

(the longest lag included in the model), and a(t) is a vector of inde-pendent error 

terms with a zero mean vector and covariance matrix V. The estimation procedure 

also requires us to fit a backward equation as well even though thie oockwa.rd 

model is of no intrinsic interest. 

X(t) 
~ 

+ B1lx(t+1) -..u.] + J32\}(t+2) OV..:1 + · • · + B ~X(t+p) -v..-.1 + 
~- . p ,..,.._ . - ,.,..,._ ""'- - ~ -- e(t) 

~ 

where a~ain B ··· B are rxr matrices and e(t) are uncorrelated error vectors with 
~ 1' , p --

,...._ - ,...,.._ 
zero mean vector and covariance matrix U. 

The eetimation procedure for the parameters of the model .developed by 

Whittle (1963~) is a multivariate analogue of the Yule-~alker equations used in 

estimating the parameters of the univariate model (see 3ox and Jenkins, 1970; 

Poole, 1974b), This estimation procedure is not as efficient as the non-linear 

i .. 
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least squares method discussed by '}ilso!'l (1973), rut is superior from the 

covariances, serial covariances, and serial cross-covariances of the observed 

abundances of the specieE in a series of ~ sequential samnles, As an example 

~~!l(~)-.}.l!)(~.!(:~)-.....,.!)Jis the variance of s:oocies _!, ~E!.!(~)-.,.u..!)(!j(!)-_,u.J)J 
the cova!'iance between species _! and _j_, i: [c_~1 (:!':_+~)- ,.~....~.i) (~1 (:!:_)-..M1 ) 1 the ~th serial 

covariance of species !, and .§_G~! (:!:+~)-JJ._!) (~j(:!:_)-J-'j)1 t~e sth ~erial cross

covariance between s-oecies .! and j with species ~ leading J. In general 

~ o~!(~+~)-~)(!j(:!:)-.M._j)] 1: ~ D!_l:!:+~)-..,uj_)(!.!(!)-..M.!)l. The 'serial covariances 

and cross-covariances for a lag ~ are estimated as 

~r~ -de~ -~l · r ) -~t=~1~-------------~-(s = 
n-s 

and the mean vector is estimated by 

n 

JJ.- _L L X(t) 
·"""" n t= 1 ....,..,.,.. 

Equivalenty the estimation procedure can be based on the lagged product matrices, 

e.g. see Jones, Crowell, and Y~purrai (1970), 

2) 

The estimation procedure is sten-wise; the order of the equation is increased 

step qy step until the matrix of residual variances is not significantly decreased by 

a further increase in the order of the model; i.e. the inclusion of further time lags, 

The procedure begins by estimating the -parameters of the first order equation, 

1:1. The order of the fitted model is indicated by a superscript on the parameter 

., ., 
' 
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matrices. For 1\ first order equation t~,e estimates are 

Ai 1) = r ( 1 ) r -1 co) • ..,(1) 
.c1 = 3) 

~~ 

where in accordanc-e with ;;:q, 2 r (0) 2-s the non-la:=;c:-ed matrh of variances and 

covariances ar:d r (1) t:-.e ratrix o:' la-sr~ed covariances and cross-covariances cf 

lag one, one reonth i~ example a~a1yze1 below, The residual variance matrices 

are different for the fo:':"Ward and bacJ-varoi equations. If s1 and r1 are the matrices 
'""""' _,.._ 

of residual variances ~or the foD•ar1 and backwarj models resrectively, then 

s1 = r co) - Ai t) r . c 1), 
~~ 

r = r co) 1 

where r' (1) is the transpose of ret). 
~ ---

4) 

Having estimated the ?arameter~ of the first order model, the second, third, 

and higher order rrodels are fit successively in terms o~ the next lower order model. 

Suppose a ;Eth order model has been fit. The parameters of the _£+1 model are estimated 

from the ;Eth order model by the follouing procedure, First calculate the two matrices 

C p+t and D p+t -- ,....,._ 

= r (p+t) - Aip) r (p) - A~p)r (p-1) 
~ 

- ... -A(p)r<t) 
p 
~ 

The ~1 order autoregressive parameter matrices are then calculated with Cp+t 
.,...___ 

and Dp+t as 
~ 

..,(p+1) 
-'p+t 

5) 

6) 

·~ 

"' ; \ 
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The new residual variance matrices are 

- A (~1) ~ 
p+1 "'J+1 , 7) 

,.....,..,~vv-~. 

The matrices A1, ···,;nand ~t' ... , must be corrected because of the addition 

(p+1) ~(p+1) ~ 
of Ap+t and 3p+i , l,e. 

,...._· 

k=1 ,2' ... 'p 8) 

~(p+1) ... ~(p) 
L•k .uk . 

3(p+t) A(l!) 
p+t p+1-k 

~~ ~~~ 

For example the parameters of the second order model are estimated given the first 

order parameters by calculatine ~2 and n2 
,...,.._ -

\' ( 2) - Ai t) p ( 1) , -- ~ D = .., 
'-· -

estimating the second order parameter~ 

A(2) r'T-t 
2 - ~2 1 , 

and correcting the first order parameters 

A(2) A(1) 
1 - 1 

A(2) B(1) 
- 2 1 ' 

,..._..,.,... ,_..... 
~ 

The residual -~riance matrices are 

\' I ( 2) - b~ 1) r I ( 1) 
~~ 

T - T E(2 ) ~ 
2 - 1 - 2 '-'2 

• r .. 3 
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Application of the Model 

Hunter (lo(f,) studied the fluctuations in abundance of several species of 

Drosophila in a ~overnment nrotected pine plantation near Bogota, Colombia. The 

three common:>1est s~,Elcie<:; ·~nre ~ • .P_E_eudoobscura, Q.. mesophrae;matica, and Q,. viracochi. 

Hunter sampled the specie;:: at bait traps montly from September, 1961, to December, 

1963 for a total of 2:~ ''Jonthly observations on their abundance. In Hunter's tables 

the cor:u1onness of eac!-: :. :'ecies is ex-oressed as its percent frequency of the total 

number of flies, Alsc llsted is the total number of traps used, total number of 

flies caught, and the average number of flies per trap. The percentages were changed 

to number of flies based on the averar:;e number of flies per trail rather than the 

total number of flies because the number of traps at each site changed from month 

to month. These abundance figures were subjected to a log(~t) transformation 1n 

an attempt to remove the dependence of the variance of abundance on the level of 

the population (see Poole, 1974b). The abundance fluctuations of the three species 

on a lo.st(~1) scale are shown in Fig. 1. 

Later in this paper a second set of observations gathered qy Hunter is used 

to test the predictive ability of the nultivariate autoregressive model applied to 

the data gathered in the pine plantation. This second locality is a near virgin 

stand of tropical nontane vegetation on a watershed near D0gota. Hunter took 

observations in this area monthly from ~~ovember, 19~1, to December, 1963 for a 

total of 26 observationE. Although both localities are ncar 3ogota and both samples 

cover t~e same three commonnest species of Drosonhila, the two areas are physically 

quite different, The first area is a pine plantation and the second a stand of 

tropical montane rain forest. There appear to be sign1.f1cant differences in the 

structural characteristics of these two communities (?oole, 1974a), particularly 

in the ~roperties of the fluctuations of Droso~h~l~ ~~~~~~n~orum, a species not 

included in this study, and ~. viracochi, The primary difference between the two 

. com..rnu,."lities was the covariance of fluctuations of bandeirantorum with ;pseudoobscur.1.. 

"'-li 

·, 
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This covariance was very high in the ;Jne plantation and almost non-existent in 

the watershed locality (Poole, 1974a), Even though bandeirantorum is not included 

in the Models, this si&;nificant struc:tural difference between the two communities 

as well as the differences in fluctuations of viracochl should lead us to suspect 

that a mod~l based upo~ the fluctuations of the three species in one commumnity may 

be of limited use in the second. As "'e shall see, this is partially true, 

In the fo1lowinp; analysis Drosophila pseudoob:!cura. is designated species one, 

~· viracochi species two, and ~. mesonhragmatica species three, The estimated 

lagged covariance matrices for lags zero to four are given in Table 1, The estimate 

of the mean vector is .JV..' = (1.1967 .9161 1.6342), Applying~. 3 the estimated ....,.... 

first order model is 

X(t) = ,..,.,..,.... .9161 

.5584 

-,0095 

-.0494 

,0832 

.3983 

-.2493 

,0721 

,0018 X(t-1) -

,80)6 

The matrix of residual variances and covariances is 

,1077 

.0313 

,0286 

.0313 

,111+9 

.0505 

,0286 

.0505 

,0760 

1.1967 

.9161 

1,6342 

+ a(t) 
~ 

The first order model is quite successful in reducing the variances of useudoobscura 

and mesophragrnatica, but not too successful in predicting the fluctuations of viracochi• 

i,e, compare s1 with \(o) in Table 1, The first order model as an initial approximate -- ~ 
model appears to be farily good, particularly for mesophragmatica, but a first order 

model cannot reproduce some of the more salient fea.tures of the fluctuations of these 

three species, particularly the marked pseudo-periodicity of the fluctuations of 

mesophragmatica, The question of pseudo-periodicity is discussed in a later section 

,.; 

'~ 
·~ 
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of the paper, Therefore successively higher order models were fit using the 

recursive technique discussed in the ~revious section. The residual covariance 

matrices for the ~econd, third, and fourth order models are 

' ·~ 

,0981 ,0343 . 02h9 .0841 .0_526 .0316 

82 = ,0343 ,1038 ,OJ46 53""' ,0_526 .0?60 .02?0 

""""' ......_ 
,0269 ,031+6 ,0456 .031t ,0270 • Ql+32 

' . .._,_: 
,, 

.,... 
,0604 .04.59 . 03h6 

84 = ,0459 ,0625 ,0206 
........... 

,0346 ,0206 ,0229 

l -~. 

For a variety of reasons (see below) a fourth order model was O}yoosen, The parameter 

matrices of the fourth order model are 

,71~8 -,2091 -.0175 .0438 ,0890 ,!J.6_50 

At = ,0144 ,24.58 .3000 A2 • -.3566 .3622 -,2661 
,...,...,.. ,..,._.. 

-.41.50 -.172.5 1.5288 .0766 ,68?7 -1.1309 

-.484.5 ,1221-1- -.6231 .5009 .0774 .1904.., 

A3 "" -.0093 .5282 -,08P5 A4 ~ ,2499 -.4788 ,2952J - ,_,.. 
.1l150 -.21.5.5 .8342 ,1262 -.2398 -.6072 

The percent reductions in variances were 89% for ~. mesophragmatica, 65% for pseudoobecutJ 

and 54% far viracochi, Drosophila mesophragmatica is apparently the best predicted 

species, but over half of the variance of both pseudoobscura and viracocohi is 

accounted for by the multivariate model. In contrast the residual variances of 

the univariate models associated with each species were ,0603 for mesophragmatica, 

,0380 for pseudoobscura, and .0?1.5 for viracochi (Poole, 1974b), However these 
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residual variance estimates are based on the Yule-Walker estimation procedure and 

underest 1mate the more efi'icient least squares estimates. The least squares 

estimates are .0745 for pseudoobscura, ,08)f for viracochi, and .0752 for 

mesophragmatica. Undoubtedly the multivariate Yule-walker procedure also underes-

timates the res11ual variances, but the more efficient least squares estimates are 

not available for comparison, In the univariate models the worst discrepancy 

between the Yule-'dalkeer and least squares estimates of residual variances is for 

pseudoobscura. In contrast the low residual variance of mesophragmatica in the 

multivariate model should be fairly reliable because mesophragmatica of all the 

species is the "best behaved" spec fes of the three.· 

If we based our model choice on the basis of residual variance alone, the 

multivariate model would probably be deemed sliP,htly superior to the three univariate 

models. C011ceptually the multivariate model is more appealing. The multivariate 

model should be able to better predict the fluctuations of each species because the 

possible interactions among functionally related species have been included in the 

model. However, residual variances should R.lways be viewed sceptically. The 

residual variances associated with fitting a model and the variances of the errore 

of prediction in applying the model to new data sometimes have little relation 
\.\1'1:.'<" 

to each other as any experienced~of models well knows. 

The estimation procedure was terminated with the fourth order model for 

the following reasons• 

1. A fourth order model was choosen as the most appropriate univariate model 

for all three species, 

2. The fourth order model is the lowest order model with statistical properties 

similar to those exhibited by the fluctuations of the three populations. 

... ·, 

.. j ,, 
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3. The decreases in the residual variances between the fourth and.fifth order 

models are not particularly larse. 

4. The degrees of freedom associated with the parameter estimates drop at an 

alarming rate as the order of thE~ model is increased althou~h this fact is maaked 

by the estimation procedure. There are only 28 observations available in this 

study. wery time another lag is added, one observation is lost in the estimates 

of the covariances and cross-covariances. Parameter estimation with only 28 

observations is marginal at best. On the other hand 28 otservations on the 

abundance of a population is quite a large number from a practical standpoint. 

Parsimony is of great importance because of the paucity of observations and 

the lowest order model adequately mimicking the fluctuations of the population · 

should be choosen, 

5. The estimation procedure appears to reach a point of instability with the fourth 

order model. The estimates of the parameters of the first to third order 

models appear to be relatively insenstive to small variations in the estimates 

of the lagged covariance matrices. The fourth order parameters, however, are 

fairly sensitive to small variations in the covariance estimates, and the fifth 

order parameters extremely sensitive. The cause of this instability is not 

clear, but may be due to the possible non-stationarity of the fluctuations 

of g. £Seudoobecura. The third order model, however, did not adequately mimic 

the properties of the fluctuations of the three species as indicated in the 

original data. 

The Properties of the i':odel 

The fluctuations in abundance of a population constitute a stochastic process. 

A population may or may not fluctuate in a reasonably constant fashion, but 



invariably the periods and amplitudes of the fluctuations are random variables, 

not constants, In more intuitive terms, the time periods between the peaks of 

adjacent fluctuations are usually quite variable, In many populations the time 

periods between fluctuations may be uniformly distributed, r·~any populations, however, 

appear to fluctuate in a pseudo-periodic fashion, i.e. the time periods between 

• 

fluctuations may be variable, but are concentrated about some average period of 

fluctuations, By studying the statistical properties associated with the auto-

regressive model we can indirectly deduce the statistical properties of the 

fluctuations of the population, Specifically we need to calculate the spectral density 

function associated with the multivariate autoregressive model. The spectral 

density is expressed in terme of the den3ity at frequency f, but 1/f is the period, 

The concept of a s~ectral density is discussed in several books, notably Hannan 

(1960) and Anderson (1971), 

The spectral density matrix at frequency ! for the multivariate autoregressive 

model is 

where A(f) is a complex matrix 

O(f< 1. 
- 2 

\·lhittle (1963b), The matrix I is the identity matrix, 3 the residual variance ·- ~ 
matrix, and Ak the .E. parameter matrices of the fitted model. The matrix~ is -the complex conjugate transpose of A(f), The domain off is from 0 tot, i,e, the 

highest period that can be measured is two time intervals or two months in this 

study, 

. ' 
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The spectral density matrix atf, s(f), is a complex matrix, The diagonal - ....,....,.. 

elements of the matrix, ~11 (f) are real and are the spectral densities at f of the 

individual specieE, The off-dia~onal elements, ~ii(f), !iJ, are complex and can 
~ 

be expressed in terms of rP-al and i~arinary paxts 

s . . (f) = c. . (f) + i Ql . (f) 
l.J .l.J -~ 

where .Q..!J.(f) is a real function of frequency called the cospectral densit1, _s1{f) 

if' a real function of frequency called the quadrature spectral density, and _!=(-t)f. 

2 These off diagonal elements are often dh:played in terms of the coherence, ~.!J(f.), 

at f between densities. 

2 The coherence R1 .(r) may be loosely interpreted as the squared correlation between 
-.!.J. -

the spectrums of species ! and j at frequency f. However coherence is difficult 

to interpret in any biologically meaningful way and will not be discussed further. 

As an example the spectral density matrix at f=.1 (a period equal to 10 

months) h: 

s(,1) • 
f'vv--

.1310 ,C01.5+.0562i 

,0015-.0562i .1294 

,1862-,00001 -,0861+,23181 

,1862+. OOOOi 

-,0861-,23181 

.5787 

1 The spectral densities of the three species are illustrated in Fig, 2, 

,·- The spectral densities are considerably more complex than the spectral densities 
.~ ,, 

--~ 
1 

. -~ 

' ' 
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for the univariate models (see Poole, 19?4b), but possibly some of the additional 

complexity is spurious, The spectral density of mesophragmatica has a very strong 

peak at a frequency of ,09 corresponding to a mean period of approximately 11 months 

with <'i rR.n~e between !_:::,08 (12,5 months) and .f=.10 (10 months), The model is 

probably trying to uick Ol't a periodic 12 month cycle in the fluctuations of 

meso;phragmatica with an ave~age deviation of one month from year to year. In other 

words this species according to the model fluctuates with a period averaging 12 

months long, the period varying between 11 and 13 months. The spectral deneity of 

the univariate model of this species produced a peak at 14 months, The 12 month 

period makes a good deal of biological sense and the multivariate model appears to 

be a more reasonable ~odel of mesonhragr.atica than the univariate model. The 

s~ectral densitie~ of pseudoobscura and viracochi also have snall and broad modes 

at f=,09 indicating that the model is nroducing very weak and variable 12 month 

periods for these two species. In contrast the univariate models of these two 

species do not produce weak 12 month periods, The hieght of the density increasee 

as the variance of the amplitudes at the frequency increases. Therefore the higher 

the peak the more strongly marked the pseudo-perlodicity of the fluctuations. The 

spectral density of mesophragmatica has a smaller but well defined peak at f•.05 

(20 months) indicating that the model is producine a weaker periodicity of 20 months 

and relatively small variability, 

The spectral density of viracochi has a strong peak at a frequency of fs,04 

corresponding to a possible 24 month or two year cycle. The inflection points 

of the peak are between ,OJ and .05 (33 months anj 20 months respectively) 

indicating perhaps a well defined but fairly variable two year cycle for viracochi. 

In contrast the univariate model of viracochi produces a peak at f•.05 or a 20 

month variable period, On purely biological grounds, the multivariate model appears 

to produce more appropriate statistical properties for the fluctuations of viracochi 

than the univariate model, The spectral density of viracochi has another, although 

-·~ 
-7. 
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weaker peak at a three month period ~orresponding perhaps to a weak, but relatively 

non-variable three month cycle in the fluctuations of viracochi. 

The spectral density of -pseudoobsct;ra is quite different than the densities 

of mesophragmatlca and viracochi. Tne density is concentrated about the ordinate 

indicatin~ fluctuations of indefinite length, In other words there is no clear· 

pseudo-periodic tendency in the fluctuations of pseudoobscura.other than the two 

weak peaks mentioned below. There an~ two weak neaks in the density of pseudoobscura. 

The first is a broad rea~ at £~.085 indicating perhaps a very weak and variable 

periodicity of 12 months, i, e, a very weak and variable yearly cycle. The second 

reak at f=,16 is also weak but not nearly as variable indicating a weak 6 month 

period in the fluctuations of pseudoobscura, The univariate model, in contrast, 

produces a single weak, broad peak at a'period of about 20 months although the density 

of the univariate model is also concentrated about the ordinate, 

The spectral densities of the fluctuations of these three species produce, 

theoretically at least, an ideal method of checkinr the abilityof the model to 

produce the statistical properties of the population fluctuations of this group of 

three species by comparing the theoretical spectral densities produced by the 

multivariate autoregressive model with the sample spectral densities of the ori6inal 

data, Discrepancies between the theoretical densities would indicate weaknesses 

of the model in reproducing the properties of the fluctuations of the group of 

species, Unfortunately it appears more than futile to try to estimate the sample 

spectral densities from only 28 observations. 

Application of the Hodel to a Second Community 

The multivariate autoregressive model appears to be reasonably successful 

as an empirical predictive model of the fluctuations in abundance of this group 
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of species of Jrosophila, However, to really judge the predictive ability of a 
-,; 

model, one must ap-ply the model to a set of data not included in the original j 

estimation of the model, Irie21ly we would like to try to predict the changes in 

abundance o~ these three E1JGcies past the last observation used in the estimation 

of the parameters of the model, Unfo:-t :nately it was necessary to include all of 

:1un-l:.er's observations at Fine ~loods in the estimation of the model's parameter~ 

becau::e of the small f'a':c"'Cle size. 

Additionally there may be an over-whel~ing desire to use a model formulated 

in one ecosystem to predict the fluctuations of the same grou~ of species in a 

second area or ecosystem, ~he perniciousness of nature and unique features 

characteristic of every ecosystem or co'lln, . .mity should make us very leary of trying 

to apply a model originally f()rmulated for a ~-roup of species in one area to the 

sa:ne group of species L'1 a second area. H0 wever, this change of _venue should provide 

an extremely vi?;orous test of the model and may allow us to discover how robust 

the model really is. Therefore, I have attempted to use the Fine woods model to 

predict the fluctuations in abundance of the three species at the Aqueduct site, 

The studies on these two communities were conducted at approximately the ~ame time 

and the fluctuations of the physical environment such as temperature and rainfall 

should be fairly similar, There are,however, very si.:.,"llificant differences between 

the ecosystems at these two localitiesc 

1. The Pine Woods site is a government protected pine plantation, The Aqueduct 

area, on the other hand, is a near virgin Etand of montane rain forest, The 

floristic compositions of the two sites are extremely different and presumably 

so are the food cesources available for exploitation by the Drosophila species, 

2, The Fine Woods site is much nearer cultivated and residential areas than the 

Aqueduct site, The nearness of the Pine Woods site to distrubed areas may 

influence the abundances of a semi-domestic species such as pseudoobscura, 

1 
1 
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3. There are ~everal sie;nificant structural differences in the patterns of 

interactions l~tween the specie~ anc. the species and physical environment 

(Foole, 1971.1-a:. Hunter (196() in t.h:ce,~ years of study was unable to find a 

sinfle larva of any of the sr.ecies of ~rosochila occurrine at either site. 
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!'here~'nre, th~ food resources of these species, the relationships of the species 

to the physical env~ ron:>JPnt, and tr,Ppattern of interact ions, lf any, between 

the species of the commu~:ity are totally unknown, The detection of structural 

differences iE based on an analysis and comparison of the covariance matrices 

between snecies a~.-i environmental variables at the two sites as a second best 

alternative. Differences ex_lst, but it is impossible to give these diffe-rences 

any direct biolosical meaning, The Most irnrortant single difference between 
. 

the two corri:-:lU:d.ties is the relationship of ~. bandeirantorum, a species not 

included in the model, with ~. nseudoobecura, There .is ah exceedingly strong 

covariance tetween the two species at the Fine woods site, but a very small to 

non-existent. covariance between the two at the Aqueduct site. The second most 

important dJ.fference between the two communities iE the relationships of 

viracochi with the other suecies of the two communities. Specifically the 

covariances and variance of the fluctuations of viracochi are consistently 

smaller at th~ Aqueduct site than at Pine Woods, In contrast ~. mesophragmatica 

exhibits no discern:f.blo structural differences between the two communities. 

In lieht of the significant structural differences between the two 

communities, particularly for viracochi and useudoobscura, we should expect the 

multivariate autoregressive model to be less than tremendous in predicting the 

fluctuations of these three species at the Aqueduct site. However we might hold out 

some hope that the model would predict the fluctuations of mesophragmatica to some 

degree. 

The multivariate autoregressive model of the abundance fluctuations of 

rseudoobscura, viracochi, and mesophragmatica was used to predict the fluctuations 
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in abundance of the three s~ecies at the Aqueduct site, The deviations between 

the observed an~ 0redicted abunda~ces and the samrle variances of the deviations 

were calculated. The vari~nce estimates of the fluctuations of the three species 

at the AqJe:iuct site lferc .1613, .0':91..1-, and .1792 respectively, The residual 

variances, i.e, the sa~-c·le variances of the dev.tations for the first order model 

are .1386, .1002, and .Gf(~; and the t:ercent reductions in variance arc 14;~, -12%, 

and f-,J{. C:learly the ::todF::l i:'> next to t:seless in 9redicting the fluctuatlons of 

.£Seudoobs~, worse tl-:an useless for viracochi, and fairly good in predicting the 

fluctuations of mesophra~rynatica. The sample variances of the deviations for the 

second order model are ,108B, .1022, and . OP66 and the percent reductions LYJ. 

variance 33:;[, -14~, and 52<. The Dred ictability of pseudoobscura has been increased 

but the rredictabiJ ity of mesophra.~matica decreased. The sample deviations of the 

third and fourth order models have variances (.1340 ,1190 .0906) and (.1948 

.1755 ,1108). The ability of the third and fourth order models to predict the 

fluctuations of these three spech~B at the Aqued.uct site is virtually nihil. 

Apparently the simpler first and second order models are of some value in 

predicting the fluctuations of the three species in a community in which the 

model by all common rules of sense should never be used. The more complex third 

and fourth orde~odels fail completely rroba.bly -::>ecause they specif~ too exactly 

the pattern of interactions between the species, a pattern with significant differences 

between the two communities, 

·f 
J Discussion 

J 

~ 
!) 
t 
:) l''ultivariate autoregressive equations aprear to r-rovide an effective, 

j 
~·~ appealing, and easy method of emprically predicting the fluctuations in abundance 
-~ 
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of a group of interact in,;; species. rrJ.-:-:.c multivariate stochastic difference 

equation ~odel~ f~lfill all of the require~er.ts of fOod empirical predictive models 

suggested by Foole (19?4b). In r.articlila!· the Dodels employ only measurable 

variabl1'3E, e£timah:e 11ar:3.rr.-.;:ters, ut.:llize only the kirids of data that can reasonably 

be ,o::athered, ar.d aL·e :=: lmple and rela.t i ''ely easy to ap:;ly, The model was used to 

-;--redict the fluc-tuatior;s in abundance o±' the thr~e s:;:>ecieE of Drosophila in an 

area where it was expected !! priori tbe.t the model wouldn't work and was still 

able to explain 53'~- of the variance of the fluctuations of mesophragmatica and 

33{ of the variance of DSeudoobscura, 

The multivariate model app~a "!:'S s1merior to the untvariate autoregressive 

f'".odels of the three s~ecles in PoolP. ( lQ74b), The multivariate model is only 

slightly superloc to the univariate rr.odels on the basis of the residual varian::e 

estimate€ of the fourth order models but produced far better statistical properties. 

The m1.11t1var1ate model should be morP. robust than the univariate equations because 

nossible changes in one species induced by char.ges in another are allowed by the 

model, 

The multivariate autoregressive ~quation of this paper is a static model, 

The model is used to predict the abundance fluctuations of the population but cannot 

be used to exert control over the fluctuations. There is no reason, however, why 

our cholce of variables cannot also include other variables of the ecosystem such as 

temperature, rainfall, lead concentrations, and thelike so long as the fluctuations 

of these variables satisfy the assumptions of the model, i.e. they are stochastic 

variables with stationary probability distributions, A species population or 

community of species can be viewed as a system of endogenous state variables determined 

by the interactions among and within the species and by the effects of exogenous 

input variables such as temperature, humidity, or fishing effort, The fluctuations 

in the abundances of the species would be predicted by the multivariate autoregressive 

model as a linear function of the past abundances of the species, the past values 
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of the exogenou~ variables, and a vector of error terms. If only one species 

is of interest, then the abundance of the population is predicted from its own past 

abundances, the past values of exogenovs variables such as temperature and humidity, 

and an error te~"T'·. These dynamic m,:ltivariate :stochastic difference equations are 

used ext.er.::;ively in industrial engineering, The theory and mechanics of the models 

are well covered in E:ox and .":'enkins (}9?0) P.nd. Astrom (1970). 

These state variable ~epre£entatjons of ~ultivariate stochastic difference 

equations l!l.ay have two important u~es. 'L'f.e exogenous variables of the multivariate 

autoregressive models c~n be used ae leading indicators, If the exogenous variables 

of the model affect the birth and death rates of the population, the population should 

be better predicted by a model incorooratlng both the past values of these variables 
. 

and the past abundances of the po~;ulation than a model based solely on the past 

history of the population. 

A :::econd, a perhaps more important, use of a dynamic L'lterpretation of a 

multivariate autoregressive model is in the development of control programe, Some 

of the exogenous variables of the models, although stochastic, may be controllable 

to some extent. Examples.of partially controllable variables are fishing effort 

and the ievels of pesticide application, The abundance of a population is defined 

to be a function of its past history, the past values of uncontrollable exogenous 

variables, past values of controllable exogenoue variables, and an error term. 

Control schemes can be developed to maximize or minimze the population's abundance 

or minimize the variance of the fluctuations of the population b,y manipulating the 

fluctuations of the controllable exogenous variables, Box and Jenkins (1970) 

discuss the methodology in some detail, My purpose in introducing the dynamic 

interpretation of multivariate stochastic difference equations is not to discuss them 

in a meaningful way, but to show why the models of this paper are of greater 

applicability then they at first seem. 

.. 
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Terrestrial ecosystems are very conplex and unpredictable, The myriad of .. : 

·.• 

s pee ies, speciee blologie~, inter.:-:pecific interact ions, intraspecific interact ions, 

and physical variables ma.ke it unlikely that we will ever oo able to perfectly 

understanrl why and how oorc;lation :fluctuate, EP!;:irical models are not meant to 

describe the machination:: of populations or ecosydems, onl:r to predict them, 

However, if empirical ~odels can be u~ed to predict ~nd control fluctuations, 
:'~ 

then certainly the have a "'0Urnose to serve in ecology 
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Table 1, The estirnated covariance and cross-covariance matrices for the Pine 

Woods site with lags of ~-0,1,2,3, a.n1 4. 
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Fi~. 1. The fluctuations in log abundance of the three species of Drosophila 

over 28 months at the Pine 'tloods site. 

Fig. 2, ~he spectral densities of the three Drosophila speices. 
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